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on determining the causes of the pedestrian crashes through various
modeling techniques. Studies related to pedestrian crashes attempted
primarily to model two different aspects: the frequency and the sever-
ity levels of crash occurrences. Most of these studies examined the
effects of pedestrian and driver characteristics, vehicle characteris-
tics and conditions, road infrastructure and traffic characteristics,
community characteristics, and land use and physical environment
on pedestrian crashes.

Despite significant research efforts related to pedestrian crashes
(4–13), there remain unaddressed issues. One such issue is the pres-
ence of unobserved heterogeneity in the pedestrian crash data.
Mostly, pedestrian crash data are collected with reference to a road or
intersection and aggregated within a particular level of spatial aggre-
gation (census tract level or zip code level) (1). A major problem with
such data collection is that there might be unobserved variations from
one spatial zone to the other (i.e., unobserved heterogeneity). Tradi-
tional count-data models, widely used to model crash frequency,
restrict the same parameters for all the observations and thus ignore
the issue of spatial unobserved heterogeneity across the observations.
However, because of this unobserved heterogeneity, the estimated
parameters from these models are expected to differ across the spa-
tial zones (14). For example, the land use patterns vary across the
census tracts and would affect the probability of crashes in a distinct
way for a specific census tract. Correspondingly, if the parameters
of a model are constrained to be fixed when they actually vary across
observations, then the estimated parameters will be biased (15) and
hence may lead to incorrect policy making. Therefore, the consid-
eration of such heterogeneity by allowing the parameters to vary
across observations has significant potential in pedestrian safety
research. Models that allow the parameters to vary across the obser-
vations are called random parameters models. This approach is par-
ticularly suitable for modeling pedestrian crash data because it has a
potential unobserved heterogeneity issue. This paper uses data from
New York City to develop a random parameter model to determine
the factors influencing the frequency of pedestrian crashes.

An econometric model for pedestrian crash frequency is developed
with census tract level crash data. Specifically, a random parameter
negative binomial model for predicting crash frequency is developed.
This approach allows the incorporation of unobserved heterogeneity
into the modeling process. An understanding of such unobserved
heterogeneity across the spatial zones will provide better insight into
the influences of various factors on pedestrian–vehicle crashes.
Of these factors, the role of the built environment is highlighted.
Studies have shown the evidence that countermeasures changing
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Pedestrian safety has been a major concern for megacities such as New
York City. Although pedestrian fatalities show a downward trend, these
fatalities constitute a high percentage of overall traffic fatalities in the city.
Data from New York City were used to study the factors that influence
the frequency of pedestrian crashes. Specifically, a random parameter,
negative binomial model was developed for predicting pedestrian
crash frequencies at the census tract level. This approach allows the
incorporation of unobserved heterogeneity across the spatial zones in
the modeling process. The influences of a comprehensive set of variables
describing the sociodemographic and built-environment characteristics
on pedestrian crashes are reported. Several parameters in the model
were found to be random, which indicates their heterogeneous influence
on the numbers of pedestrian crashes. Overall, these findings can help
frame better policies to improve pedestrian safety.

Pedestrian crashes have been a major concern in urban areas. In
New York City, pedestrian fatalities show a downward trend because
of continuous efforts by public agencies. For instance, the city’s
overall pedestrian fatalities declined by 54%, from 366 to 168,
between 1990 and 2006 (1). Although the number of pedestrian
crashes has decreased, pedestrian fatalities in the city constitute a
high percentage of overall traffic fatalities. According to the New
York City Department of Transportation (DOT), the number of
pedestrian fatalities as a percentage of total traffic fatalities has
remained at roughly 50% since 1990 (2). In 2006, 52.7% of traffic
crash fatalities in New York City were pedestrians, much higher
than the rate for New York State or the United States (3). The pedes-
trian injury rate per 100,000 people in New York City (130.79) is
60% higher than that of New York State (79.61) and roughly 6.4
times as high as that of the United States (20.37) as a whole (1). These
figures indicate the reasoning behind the persistent concerns within
the public agencies towards pedestrian safety.

Understanding the factors that influence pedestrian crashes is
an important step toward the improvement of pedestrian safety,
because a thorough understanding can significantly help to develop
more effective countermeasures. Previous studies therefore focused
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the attributes of the built environment can significantly reduce the
rate of pedestrian crashes (16–25). These studies mainly focus on
before-and-after studies of specific countermeasures. However, to
determine the relative influences of different built environment
characteristics on pedestrian crash rates, a multivariate model is
needed. Such a model would require a comprehensive data set that
has detailed information on the characteristics of the study area.
Thus, a data set that has been specifically developed by combining
multiple data sources within New York City will be used.

This paper contributes to the pedestrian safety literature in two
ways. First, it demonstrates the application of random parameter
models for modeling pedestrian crash frequency, addressing the issue
of unobserved heterogeneity present in the data. Second, it provides
insights into, and a better understanding of, factors related to the built
environment on pedestrian crash frequency by building a model for
New York City. Such insights drawn from New York will be useful
for other major cities having similar pedestrian activities.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Previous studies found a number of demographic factors that con-
tribute to pedestrian crashes (1). For instance, pedestrians older than
65 years old are more likely to be struck by motor vehicles as a result
of slower reaction times, and they are more likely to be injured in a
crash as a result of their physical condition (4). In addition to slower
walking speeds, the cognitive ability of older adults may slow their
reaction time. Oxley et al. conducted experiments to examine how age
affects road-crossing decisions when selecting appropriate gaps and
found that age is associated with an increase in risky decisions to cross
roads (5). Those in the oldest group (>75 years) most frequently made
unsafe decisions (i.e., selected smaller gaps) when crossing streets,
especially considering their slower walking speeds and slower reaction
times to oncoming traffic. However, a study by Lobjois and Cavallo
contradicts Oxley’s study, finding no association between unsafe deci-
sions and age (6). Instead, elderly participants made safe decisions by
selecting larger gaps to compensate for their slower walking speed,
thereby ensuring enough time to cross streets.

Alcohol and drug use by drivers or pedestrians increases the likeli-
hood and severity of pedestrian crashes. Again, this can be attributed
to the impaired response of individuals in traffic conflicts. Of concern,
alcohol involvement in pedestrian–vehicle crashes appears to be
related to certain population groups. Ryb et al. found that pedestrians
with a blood alcohol content of more than 200 mg/dL, as well as socio-
economic characteristics such as “low income, low educational
achievement, younger age,” are linked to pedestrian–vehicle crash
injuries (7). Several studies have found that pedestrian–vehicle crashes
involving alcohol or drugs are especially high among Hispanics and
Native Americans (8).

Pedestrian volume and traffic volumes are also associated with
the frequency of pedestrian crashes. For example, a study of King
County, Washington, that used crash data from between 1999 and
2004 found that an increase in annual average daily traffic (AADT)
correlates with an increase in crashes (9). An increase in AADT
leads to higher exposure, which increases the risk of a crash. Traf-
fic speeds also increase the frequency and severity of pedestrian
crashes (10). Higher speeds reduce the time available for drivers and
pedestrians to react while increasing the distance and time needed
for drivers to successfully brake, greatly increasing the likelihood of
a collision. Higher speeds at impact increase the kinetic energy
absorbed by the pedestrian, thus increasing the likelihood of serious

injury and death. In addition to speeds and volume, the number of traf-
fic lanes (three or more versus two) is a statistically significant predic-
tor of collisions because the wider roadway may be related to higher
vehicle speeds (11). Narrower streets or longer signal timing can prove
safer for pedestrians, especially for the elderly, many of whom have
difficulty crossing streets within the times allowed by signals (12). For
population groups requiring special attention (e.g., elderly, children, or
people with disabilities), a redesign or reconfiguration of pedestrian
safety-related facilities needs to be considered. According to a study
by Lee and Abdel-Aty, pedestrian infrastructure—including signal-
ized crossings, median barriers, and islands—and wide sidewalks
contribute to the safety of pedestrians (13).

Theoretically, congestion has two-way effects on pedestrian
crashes. On one hand, congested roads tend to have more motorist–
pedestrian conflicts, leading to a higher frequency of crashes. On the
other hand, congested roads also slow traffic, resulting in lower lev-
els of injury severity when collisions occur (18). This is particularly
relevant for New York City, where the dense urban environment and
chronic traffic congestion have tempered the overall severity of
pedestrian–vehicle crashes. Additional infrastructure characteristics
contributing to this effect include tight intersection geometry with
no offset from intersection to crosswalk, the nearly universal presence
of sidewalks, the relative absence of curb cuts, the nearly universal
use of a 15-ft curb radius, a longstanding ban on right turns on red,
and the use of pedestrian signal heads and crosswalks at all signalized
intersections.

Several studies have examined the relationship between pedestrian–
vehicle collisions and the social and physical characteristics of
neighborhoods (1). Researchers have found a relationship between
an area’s socioeconomic composition and pedestrian crash fre-
quency. For example, LaScala et al. examined environmental factors
related to child pedestrian crashes in four communities in California,
finding that higher rates of crashes are associated with higher youth
population densities, higher unemployment, lower household income,
and higher traffic flow (25). Although some studies have pointed to
ethnicity and race as factors in pedestrian safety, socioeconomic
conditions appear to be more relevant to a pedestrian’s higher expo-
sure to crashes with vehicles. In Arizona, for example, Hispanics
were 60% more likely to be involved in pedestrian–vehicle crashes,
and higher fatalities were observed in areas with high densities and
low income (26). According to the study, Arizona Hispanics tend
to have lower incomes, show lower vehicle ownership, live in high-
density areas with high-traffic volumes, and walk more (27 ). The
combination of these factors leads to Arizona Hispanics’ much
higher rate of pedestrian exposure to vehicles (28). The National
Household Survey supports this reasoning: in 2001, walking was a
primary means of transportation for 11.8% of Hispanics, compared
with 8.6% of whites (29). It has been suggested that the issue may
be less related to Hispanics as a group and more correlated with
low socioeconomic status (30). However, the identification of the
relationship between higher pedestrian–vehicle crashes and race
or ethnicity may not be simple and differs by locale. In New York
City, the 2000 census revealed that although about 10.5% of His-
panics walked to work (which is almost the same as the city aver-
age of 10.4%), about 12% of white and 13.2% of Asian residents
walked to work.

Land use has been found to be associated with the frequency of
pedestrian crashes; however, the findings are often contradictory
(1, 24). The presence of retail and entertainment uses (especially
liquor stores, bars, restaurants that serve alcohol, and retail stores)
tends to predict higher levels of vehicle–pedestrian collision rates
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be appropriate for data sets violating this assumption. To address
this underdispersion or overdispersion issue of the crash frequency
data, the negative binomial model is derived by rewriting Equation 2
as follows:

where �i reflects random error term. For mathematical convenience,
exp(�i) is usually assumed gamma-distributed with a mean of 1 and
a variance of α. The addition of this term allows the variance to dif-
fer from the mean as Var[yi] = E[yi][1 + αE[yi]] = E[yi] + αE[yi]2.
Then the probability density function for yi is

where Γ(�) is a gamma function. Note that the Poisson regression is
actually a limiting model of the negative binomial regression as α
approaches 0. Thus, if α is significantly (statistically) different from
0, the negative binomial is appropriate; otherwise, the Poisson model
is an appropriate model (15).

To address the issue of unobserved heterogeneity, the concept of
random parameters can be introduced in count-data models. Using
simulated maximum likelihood, Greene developed procedures for
estimating random parameter Poisson and negative binomial mod-
els (33). Anastasopoulos and Mannering applied these random
parameter models for modeling the frequency of vehicle crashes
occurring at interstate highways (34). In this study, a similar random
parameter modeling technique is used that allows spatial unob-
served heterogeneities for modeling pedestrian crash frequency.
Thus the study has a novel contribution to the existing pedestrian
crash frequency modeling.

Typically, random parameters are included in count-data models
by writing the parameters as (35)

where ωi is a random term. With this equation, the Poisson parame-
ter of the negative binomial model in Equation 3 can be written as

with the corresponding probability P(yi⏐�i). The log likelihood
function for the negative binomial model can now be written as

where g(�) is the probability density function of the �i. Since the
integration in Equation 7 has no closed form, a numerical integra-
tion of the negative binomial function over the distribution of the
random parameters is required. This makes the analytical approach
of the maximum likelihood estimation of the model computation-
ally cumbersome. A simulation-based maximum likelihood method
is therefore used. For simulation, Halton draws—which are more
efficient than Monte Carlo random draws—are used (36, 37 ).
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(25). Dense urban areas with high levels of pedestrian activity also
tend to have higher frequencies of pedestrian–vehicle collisions
(31). However, high-density pedestrian activity areas can also con-
gest traffic flow, reduce traffic speeds, and therefore reduce the
severity of the pedestrian–vehicle crashes (18). Schools, commer-
cial facilities, and multifamily housing are frequently found to be
linked to high collision frequency (32). Together with demographic
data, land use and physical environment information are proxies that
can control for the level of pedestrian activity in a neighborhood.
Many of these conditions are relevant in New York City and may
interact with infrastructure characteristics. Retail streets in the city
are likely to be truck routes and bus routes with metered parking,
resulting in large vehicles, high pedestrian volumes, and many park-
ing maneuvers, which may increase either the severity or frequency
of pedestrian crashes. Public housing and large, private multifamily
buildings are likely to be located near large arterial streets, in part
because of zoning rules. Hence, a modeling strategy based on iso-
lating and then regrouping these often interactive factors is needed
to identify the primary determinants of pedestrian crash frequency
in New York City.

METHODOLOGY

Traditionally, crash frequency analyses are done by using count-
data modeling techniques because the number of crashes specific
to a zone, intersection, or roadway segment per unit time is a non-
negative integer. A comprehensive recent review on the count-data
modeling methodologies and the related issues on crash frequency
data is available elsewhere (14). For frequency analysis, because
the dependent variables are nonnegative integers, researchers typ-
ically use a Poisson regression model or its derivatives, including
the negative binomial and zero-inflated models. According to the
Poisson regression model, the probability P(yi) of having yi num-
ber of pedestrian–vehicle crashes per five years at census tract i can
be written as

where λi is the Poisson parameter for census tract i, which is equal
to census tract’s expected number of pedestrian crashes per five
years, E[yi]. The Poisson regression model in Equation 1 can be esti-
mated by specifying the Poisson parameter λi (i.e., the expected
number of crashes) as a function of explanatory variables. The most
common functional form is

where Xi is a vector of explanatory variables and � is a vector of
estimable parameters.

Nevertheless, Poisson models are limited by their underlying
assumptions. The Poisson model assumes the mean and variance of
the number of crashes to be equal (i.e., E[yi] = Var[yi]). If this equal-
ity does not hold, the data are said to be underdispersed (E[yi] >
Var[yi]) or overdispersed (E[yi] < Var[yi]), and the standard errors of
the parameter estimates will be incorrect (15), and consequently
incorrect inferences will be drawn. Thus the Poisson model may not
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DATA

To estimate the model, the data of pedestrian–vehicle crashes that
occurred in New York City are used. The data set consists of the
records of crashes that occurred between 2002 and 2006 (1). The
data set was built from various sources, including the New York
City DOT, the New York State DOT, the Office of Vital Statistics
of the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene,
the New York City Police Department, and NHTSA’s Fatal Acci-
dent Reporting System (FARS), which are compiled and cross ref-
erenced (1). In addition, the geo-coded fatality analysis reporting
system of the National Center for Statistical Analysis and the Mul-

tiple Cause of Death Files maintained by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention are also considered for a clearer picture of
the data. The Center for Transportation Injury Research compiled
this comprehensive data set for the study (1).

Initially, the data were aggregated at two levels: zip code and cen-
sus tract. In this paper, the focus is on the census tract level because
the data at this level provide a greater number of explanatory variables
and hence can give better insight into the effects of various factors on
the number of pedestrian crashes. Because the number of fatal crashes
is relatively low at the census tract level, the total number of crashes
are used for modeling purpose instead of considering fatal and severe
crashes separately. Figures 1 and 2 show the pedestrian–vehicle fatal

FIGURE 1 Geographical distribution of aggregated fatal pedestrian crashes in New York City at census tract level, 2002 to 2006 (1).
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crashes at census tract level in New York City. In the data set, for each
of 2,216 census tracts of New York City, the total number of fatal and
severe pedestrian crashes are aggregated and the corresponding
demographic information, land use patterns, and traffic system char-
acteristics are gathered. However, because of missing information, a
few observations from the model estimation are excluded (Table 1).

EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The estimation results of the random parameters negative binomial
model of the number of pedestrian crashes (severe and fatal) for a
5-year period are shown in Table 1. The explanatory variables used
in the model are presented for three categories: demographic char-
acteristics, land use patterns, and traffic system attributes (geome-
try and design related). Of these, the land use pattern and traffic
system characteristics are classified as features of the built environ-
ment, and their influences are discussed separately. To estimate the
model, the probability density function (distribution) of the parame-
ters is specified and a simulation-based maximum likelihood approach
with 200 Halton draws is applied (33). The random parameters are
defined to have normal distribution, although other distributions (e.g.,
lognormal, uniform, or triangular) can also be used.

As shown in Table 1, the negative binomial dispersion parameter
is significantly different from zero, which implies that the Poisson
model would not have been appropriate for this data set. Among all
the explanatory variables, 11 are found to be randomly distributed
(normally distributed, in this case). When the standard deviation of
a random parameter is not statistically different from zero (deter-
mined by t-stat), the parameter is considered to be fixed. The results
indicate a reasonable increase in the log likelihood function value at
convergence compared with the value at zero (restricted likelihood
value), which is a sign of the good overall fit of the model.

Results show the effects of the demographic characteristics of
New York City at the census tract level on the total number of
pedestrian–vehicle crashes. The coefficient for total population (in
millions) of a tract is found to be normally distributed with a mean
of 0.073 and standard deviation of 0.001. Although this indicates
that for all the zones, larger populations result in more pedestrian
crashes, the influence of the population toward crash frequencies is

not uniform across the tracts. LaScala et al. also found a similar
positive relationship between population density and pedestrian
crash rates for San Francisco, California (38). This finding suggests
that greater regulation to minimize pedestrian–vehicle conflicts in
places with higher populations may result in a reduction of pedestrian
crashes.

The proportions of African-American and Hispanic populations
also have significant correlations with crash occurrences. That is, the
zones with a higher proportion of African-American and Hispanic
populations are the most likely to have higher numbers of crashes.
This is supported by other studies. For instance, a study on pedes-
trian crashes of Los Angeles, California, also found that pedestrian
crashes are more likely to occur in low-income, minority neighbor-
hoods (e.g., a neighborhood with an Hispanic population) (31). A
similar trend is seen in zones with a greater proportion of the popu-
lation group composed of individuals with a high school education.
These population groups may be associated with a greater level of
walking activities because of their low income, lack of personal vehi-
cles, and types of occupation, and hence they have a greater exposure
to traffic risks. Further, the coefficient for the proportion of the une-
ducated (without any schooling) population group is found to be nor-
mally distributed with a mean of 4.632 and standard deviation of
5.467. This implies that for a majority of the cases (80.16%), tracts
with a greater proportion of an uneducated population are more prone
to pedestrian crashes, for the similar reason of having a greater level
of walking activities. However, 19.84% of the distribution is less
than zero, which indicates that a few of the zones with a large uned-
ucated population group are less prone to pedestrian–vehicle crashes.
For these zones, some other unobserved factors, such as the level of
traffic regulation and pedestrian safety measures, are compensating for
the influences of this variable. These findings have implications for
enhanced pedestrian safety measures in places with greater proportions
of these population groups.

In addition, more median-age individuals within a zone results
in more crashes. The zones with a higher proportion of the popula-
tion that has reached the median age (as defined by the U.S. Census
Bureau) are more likely to experience a greater number of pedes-
trian crashes. A greater proportion of median-age people may result
from capturing older people in the statistic, which would explain the
increased crashes.
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EFFECTS OF BUILT ENVIRONMENT
CHARACTERISTICS

Land use is an important built-environment factor for explaining
crash frequency. Table 1 points to various land use attributes that
have influence on the number of pedestrian crashes in a census tract.
For example, the zones with the greater industrial and open land use
are found to have more crashes. Although zones with greater indus-

trial activity are assumed to have less pedestrian activity, these
zones may be associated with greater crash risks because of a higher
proportion of truck traffic. Open land use can increase pedestrian
activities in a zone and thus increase the exposure to crash risks.
This finding suggests, for improved patient safety, the implementa-
tion of countermeasures in places with a greater proportion of indus-
trial and open land uses. Similarly, zones with higher commercial
land use are more prone to pedestrian crashes. The coefficient for

TABLE 1 Estimation Results of Random Parameter Negative Binomial Model

Estimated
Variable Description Coefficients t-Statistic

Demographic Characteristics

Census tract population of 2000 (in millions) 0.073 16.797

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.001) (0.656)

Proportion of African-American population 0.295 8.623

Proportion of Hispanic population 0.181 3.702

Median-age population proportion −0.031 −1.254

Proportion of the population who are high school graduates 0.507 4.195

Proportion of uneducated population 4.632 8.421

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (5.467) (13.864)

Land Use Attributes

Industrial land use proportion of total land use 2.153 13.579

Open land use proportion of total land use 0.511 2.755

Commercial land use proportion of total land use 1.389 7.238

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.692) (5.065)

Total park area (in thousand acres) −1.024 −6.175

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.788) (4.977)

Total number of schools in the area 0.026 3.681

Road Network and Intersection Operation Characteristics

Total number of all-way stop intersections 0.007 1.691

Total number of signalized intersections 0.077 28.792

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.018) (14.367)

Number of three-approach intersections −0.003 −3.188

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.006) (10.547)

Number of five-approach intersections 0.033 2.383

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.065) (5.042)

Primary roadway (with limited access) proportion of total roadway length −1.050 −7.504

Primary roadway (without access restriction) proportion of total roadway length 0.530 5.842

Local rural road proportion of total roadway length −0.207 −11.976

Other thoroughfare roadway proportion of total roadway length −0.704 −4.728

Four-lane roadway proportion of total roadway length 1.243 6.321

Five-lane roadway proportion of total roadway length 2.896 4.049

Proportion of length of one-way streets to total roadway length 0.214 7.877

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.083) (6.541)

Proportion of length of roads with widths less than 30 ft to total roadway length −0.418 −7.122

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.564) (14.321)

Number of subway stations in tract 0.114 6.337

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.047) (3.077)

Number of bus stops in tract 0.012 4.943

(Standard deviation of the parameter) (0.010) (9.010)

Dispersion parameter 6.425 15.283

NOTE: Constant: Estimated coefficient = −0.433, t-statistic = −8.277; number of observations = 2,193; log likelihood at
zero = −11,313.61; log likelihood at convergence = −4,234.611; ρ2 = 0.626.
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the proportion of commercial land use is found to be normally dis-
tributed with a mean of 1.389 and standard deviation of 0.692. This
implies that for the majority of the tracts, pedestrian crashes increase
with the increase of commercial land uses. Such land use can give
rise to more pedestrian activities in a zone and can result in a rela-
tively greater number of crashes compared with zones having low
pedestrian activity. However, the random parameter associated with
this variable indicates that the influence of the commercial land use
pattern is not uniform across the zones. This reflects the presence of
heterogeneous influences associated with commercial land use pat-
terns and warrants appropriate methodology to allow such hetero-
geneities. A greater number of schools in a census tract is likely to
increase the chances of crashes. These effects may be linked directly
to higher exposure to crash risks because the presence of schools. A
study of Los Angeles pedestrian crashes found more pedestrian
crashes in areas with educational facilities and a higher percentage
of commercial land use (31).

The coefficient for park coverage is found to be normally distrib-
uted with a mean of −1.024 and standard deviation of 0.788. This
implies that for 90.31% of cases, the crash likelihood reduces with
more park coverage, whereas for 9.69% of cases, the crash likeli-
hood increases with more park coverage. The reduction of crashes
could be related to the lack of risk exposure because of a lower den-
sity of roads in parks. However, unobserved factors such as the num-
ber of users of the parks (especially elderly people and children)
may have attributed to the increase of crashes in some cases.

The variables related to road network and intersection operation
characteristics are found to have significant influences on pedestrian
crash occurrences at census tracts. Results (Table 1) indicate that
areas with greater numbers of all-way-stop intersections are associ-
ated with more pedestrian–vehicle crashes. However, the parameter
for the number of signalized intersections is found to be normally
distributed, with a mean of 0.077 and standard deviation of 0.018,
implying that for almost all zones, a greater number of signalized inter-
sections results in more pedestrian crashes. Furthermore, the influ-
ence of each additional signalized intersection on pedestrian crashes
will vary across the zones, reflecting the heterogeneous influences
of unobserved factors such as the presence of marked crosswalks,
pedestrian phases, the availability of raised medians, intersection
traffic volume, and turning traffic.

Similarly, the coefficient for the number of three-approach inter-
sections is found to be random, with normal distribution, with a
mean −0.003 and standard deviation of 0.006. These values imply
that for 69.15% of the tracts, a greater number of three-approach inter-
sections would have fewer pedestrian crashes, whereas for 30.85% of
tracts, more three-approach intersections would result in more pedes-
trian crashes. These varied influences of the three-approach inter-
sections may be attributed to the previously mentioned unobserved
factors related to the intersections. The coefficient for the number of
five-approach intersections is also found to be random, with normal
distribution, with a mean 0.033 and standard deviation of 0.065.
With these values, 30.58% of the distribution is less than zero and
69.42% of the distribution is more than zero. This implies that for
30.58% of the tracts, more five-approach intersections would have
fewer pedestrian crashes, whereas for 69.42% of tracts, more five-
approach intersections result in more pedestrian crashes. That five-
approach intersections are more positively related to pedestrian
crashes than are three-approach intersections may be attributed to
the risk of exposure, which is greater in five-way intersections than
in three-way intersections. Nonetheless, these findings suggest that
priority should be given to implementing pedestrian safety coun-
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termeasures at intersections to reduce the number of pedestrian
crashes.

Additionally, zones with a greater proportion of four-lane road-
ways, five-lane roadways, and primary roadways without access
restrictions are more prone to pedestrian–vehicle crashes. This out-
lines the importance of traffic calming on high-speed, high-volume
roadways. Zones with a greater proportion of primary roadways
with limited access, rural roadways, and thoroughfare roadways are
likely to experience fewer pedestrian–vehicle crashes. This may
reflect less pedestrian activity on these types of roads. The parame-
ters for the proportion of one-way streets and narrow roads (width
less than 30 ft) have been found to be normally distributed. For most
of the cases (99.24%), pedestrian crashes increase with a greater
proportion of one-way streets. This may be attributed to the absence
of raised medians that provide refuge to pedestrians crossing the road.
A majority of the zones (86.88%) with a greater proportion of narrow
roads have a reduced crash likelihood. This finding suggests reducing
the length of crosswalks to reduce the distances that pedestrians must
cover when crossing a road.

In general, higher levels of transit infrastructure represent higher
levels of pedestrian activities and thus might possess greater risks
for pedestrian crashes. However, the model results indicate that the
parameters for the number of subway stations and the number of bus
stops follow normal distributions instead of fixed values, indicating
their heterogeneous influences across different zones. Such hetero-
geneous influences may arise because of unobserved factors, such
as the presence of marked crosswalks near subway stations, over-
passes, the distance between the bus stop and crosswalk, and the
lighting conditions of the roadways. Studies also revealed the influ-
ence of bus stops on pedestrian crashes. For example, Walgren found
that in Seattle, 89% of high crash locations were within 150 ft of a bus
stop, and 90% of those locations were within 70 ft of a crosswalk (39).
A strong correlation between bus stops and more pedestrian crashes
may be a result of visual impairments created by stopped buses for
pedestrians trying to cross the roads. This finding suggests relocating
or redesigning bus stops to avoid pedestrian visual impairments due
to stopped buses.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper addressed the issue of unobserved heterogeneity for
modeling pedestrian crash frequencies. A random parameter nega-
tive binomial model of pedestrian crash frequencies was presented
for New York City at the census tract level. The study included a
comprehensive set of variables describing the sociodemographic
and built-environment characteristics of the tracts. The model found
several parameters to be random, indicating their heterogeneous
influences on the numbers of pedestrian crashes at a census tract
level. These random parameters include the total population, the
proportion of uneducated population, commercial land use, park cov-
erage, the number of signalized intersections, the number of three-
approach intersections, the number of three-approach intersections, the
proportion of one-way streets and narrow roads, the number of subway
stations, and the number of bus stops. Although these random parame-
ters may be attributed to many unobserved factors involved with the
pedestrian crashes, they provide better insights for understanding
the heterogeneous influences on pedestrian crashes.

In this study, several sociodemographic characteristics that influ-
ence pedestrian crash likelihood were reported. For instance, a sig-
nificant positive correlation between pedestrian crash frequencies



and African-American or Hispanic neighborhoods, and between
areas with a higher proportion of median-age population and un-
educated population, was found. These findings are important for pri-
oritizing neighborhoods for the development of effective pedestrian
safety countermeasures in a megacity like New York, which has
great population diversity.

Significant influences of built environment characteristics on
pedestrian crashes are also found. For example, areas with a greater
number of schools or a greater number of commercial and industrial
land uses are more prone to pedestrian crashes. For majority of the
cases, park coverage reduces the number of crashes. Road infrastruc-
ture such as intersection operation characteristics, the type of access
control for the roads, the number of lanes, and the prevalence of
one-way and narrow roads, significantly influences the number of
crashes. Transit infrastructure such as the number of subway stations
and bus stops also influences the number of pedestrian crashes.

Allowing for the unobserved heterogeneities across the tracts, the
results show significant potential for framing policy for improved
pedestrian safety countermeasures. New policy directions include

• Enhanced pedestrian safety measures through education and out-
reach efforts for areas with greater proportions of specific population
groups, such as African-Americans, Hispanics, and the uneducated;

• More focus on engineering and education efforts in areas with
significant commercial and industrial land use and a greater number
of schools; and

• Specific regions having the scope of improving pedestrian
safety include areas with a greater number of intersections, roads
without access restrictions, and roads with more lanes.

The findings also imply prioritizing locations such as one-way
streets, bus stops, and subway stations when implementing a safety
program.

Although this study focused on unobserved heterogeneity issues, it
had a few limitations. The model used an aggregate number of crashes
during the 5-year period. However, in New York City, 5 years is a
long time, because built-environment characteristics could change.
Despite these shortcomings, the study presented a rigorous approach
to modeling pedestrian crash frequency and guidance to New York
City agencies to mitigate pedestrian crashes.
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